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SECTION I.
Surplus and its sources.
Before discussing the methods and power of dividend paying:, it
mi^ht be well to review the subject of surplus, or dividends, and
its sources. The purpose of dividends is to give each policy hold-
er his insurance at its exact cost. In fact, it might be said to
be the determination of each one's sha-re of a total yearly cost.
The net premium for a life insurance policy is based upon two
assumptions; first, that the insured persons will die in accord-
ance with the mortality table used; second, that a certain rate of
per cent will be earned on all funds invested. Upon these hypo-
theses, the net premium is exactly sufficient for the pa3nnent of all
claims that may accrue. But if the actual mortality/- experienced is
not as large as that assumed, and the funds invested esjrn more than
the assumed rate, it is evident, that after the reserve account
has been satisfied, there will remain a si.irplus or overpayment,
which may be returned to the policy holders who contributed it. By
returning this overpayment, each policy holder is charged his rata-
ble share of the losses incurred and in the necessary reserve. To
take a concrete case; suppose 31,822 persons insure at age 35 on
the ordinary life plan, and pay a net premium: of 21.08 cents each.
This gives the company a fund of <?1, 724, 307. 76. If five per cent,
interest is realized the first year, the fund is increased to
s^l,811,043. Now, according to the American Mortality Table, there
should be ';^732,000 to pay for death clairriS at the end. of the year.

but if the actual experience has been only 70 per cent, of the as-
sunecl, the death claims would amount to ^512,400. Deductin^^ this
from the i\inds on hand, leaven 298, 648 at the end of the year.
There survives, however, at the end of the year 81, 309, GOO of in-
surance, each |1000 of which must be credited with a terminal re-
serve of s?12.R8. This uses f;i , 047 ,2G7 .65 of the funds on hand,
leaving as surplus saved out of the premium receipts, ^^251,380.35.
This is the saving in mortaJ.ity and in excess of interest earned.
In addition to these two, thdre may be gains from other sources,
only one of v/hich is very profitable. The net premium is an araount
that will exactly effect the Insvirance of the members of a company.
It is necesf^ary to add to the net premiiim a sum for the jjurpose of
defraying expenses. This added sujn is called "loading." If this
expense element is not all needed for the puTposes that it is pro-
vided for, the balance is paid back to the insured, as an element
of his dividend. This saving is entitled to whatever interest it
has earned during the year.
Another source of gain to the insured persons in a company is
from lapses and forfeitures. A policy 3.apses if the premium is not
paid when due. A policy is forfeited when one or more of its non-
forfeiture provisions is violated. V/hen a policy lapses, money is
left with the company. Formerly if a policy lapsed the entire re-
serve was forfeited to the company, and thus quite large savings
were made from this source. Mow, however, a more equitable prac-
tice prevails. After the first or second year, as the case may be,
the greater part of the reserve is returned to the policy holder
in case of lapse or surrender.
If the lapjse occurs duTing the first two years ond no reserve
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in released tliero in really a Iosf, and not a z'^-^ln to tho policy
holders of a company, as the forfeited reserves will not compensate
for the expense incurred in placin^j equivalent lousiness upon the
books. Then too, another fact should be taken into consideration.
As the insured lapses have recently underaone a medical examination,
they are probably better risks than the average risks of the com-
pany. At the end of the second or third ^rear, tho member v/ho
lapses is entitled to the surrender value that v/as mentioned, equa].
to the larger part of his reserve. At this time, however, the
policy'' holder has contributed enough to remunerate the company for
the initial expense of getting the business. This remuneration
consists of the sum that is retained as a surrender charge. The
surrender charge varies with different companies. In some states,
the cash surrender values are regulated by statute, but with these
exceptions, the cash surrender value is whatever the company wants
to make it. In modern policies, these values are given for each
year.
The surrender value iiiay be withdrav/n in cash, or it may be
applied to the purchase of paid-up insurance or extended insurance.
The paid-up insurance values of some companies participate in the
surplus earnings of the companies.
There is a small saving made on the net premium charged. For
instance, the net premivim of an Ordinai'y Life po.licy at age 35, is-
sued on a 3 1/2 per cent, reserve basis, is ^19. 90726. Tiie net
premium charged is ^^19.91. This is a very slight saving on a -"i^lOOO
policy, but on the company's total business for a year, the saving
amounts to several hundred dollars.
i
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SECTION II.
Distribution of Surplus. Policy. aPTj].lcatlon and cho.rter
provisions .
The policy contracts of "old line" companies are more or less
indefinite in their statements pertaining to the dls-trioution of
siirplus. The usual lan^-uage of a participating policy i?^.erel3/
stipulates that the policy shall share in the surplus as apportion-
ed by the company. The stateinents pertaining to the payment of di".rL-
dends might be divided into three classes. These will differ only
in the degree of explicitness of the statements. The first clans
will contain those which state that everything earned by the policy
shall be returned; the second class, those that state that the sur-
plus shall be apportioned by the directors or trustees of the com-
pany; the third class, those in v/hich the stateriBnt as to dividends
is very indefinite or ?/here no statement as to dividends is contain-
ed in the contract at all.
The first class of statements mentioned can be illustrated by
the following extract from the contract of one company. "This
policy sha3.1, while in full force, share in the surplus annually,
according to the company's usage at each distribution after two
years from the date hereof, until all contributions to the surplus
found in the course of mal<:ing such distributions to have arisen
from this policy shall have been returned." This is the only
statement foimd by the writer, which promises to continue paying
dividends until all the surplus contributed by the policy'" shall

have been returned.
The second class of statements can be Illustrated by qi^otlng
from the larger part of "old line" company contracts. Tlie follow-
ing are a fe\7 examples.
(a) "vmile this policy is in full force, and before default
in payment of premiums, it shall share in the divisible surplus of
said oompaiiy, and the aj-iount of dividends as detjermined by the direc
tors of said company shall be conclusive upon any person claiming
an interest in this policy."
(b) "This pollc';'" shall participate annually in the surplus
earnings of the company in accordance v/ith the regulations adopted
by the board of trustees."
(c) "This policy, while in full force, shall share in the
annual distribution of surplus, according to the rules establish-
ed by the directors, provided that paid-up policies of less than
one hundred dollars in amount shall not share in such distribution.
(d) "This policy is written upon the annual dividend plan,
and beginning with the end of the second year, will participate
annually in profits as apportioned by the company."
(e) "If the assured be living, and this policy is in full
force on the first day of January, nineteen hundred and twenty-one,
the society will pay to the assured or assigns, a cash dividend,
consisting of the xolicy's full share of surplus profits, as de-
termined by the actuaries of the society."
The third class contain the statements v/hich are indefinite
as to the payment of dividends. For example, in some of the con-
tracts issued by one large "old line" company, there is not any-
thing said concerning dividends, except these words on the edge of

the policy; "with aiiiiual return of surplus" or "v/ith return of sur-
plus every fifth year."
One companv's contract says nothing directly concerninrj divi-
dends, but one of its conditions is as follov:s, "Tliat in case of
default in the payment of any premium, or installment of premiuia
when duo hereon, if a sum sufficient to fully neot said payment, or
a quarterly installment of the annua], premium, sha^l have been
previously credited hy this company on account of this policy by
way of dividends or surplus premiums; then if there be no other in-
debtedness to this company on. account of this policy, said premium
or installment of premiim shall be considered, and receipted as
paid by the application and cancellation of an equal amount of such
previous credit."
The stipulation concerning the paying of dividends is some-
times in the application instead of in the policy. In these cases
the policy stipulates that the surplus shall be returned as re-
quested in the application. For exaiiTiJle, one policy provision Is,
"This policy ^nlll share in the distribution of surplus as appor-
tioned by the directors, and as requested in the application."
The application provision is, "In any distribution of surplus the
principles and methods which m.ay be adopted by the company for such
distribution, and its deterrainatlon of the amount equitably belong-
ing to such policy, shall be accepted by and for every person v/ho
shall have any interest under said policy, and the receipt of the
person whose life is Insured shall be in t\ill surrender of all
dividend additions to the policy."
Some companies do not say anything at all concerning dividends
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in their contracts, but the ntlpu2.atlon is contained In the aj/p].!-
oation. An exaniple of an application statement in as follown,
"That in any distribution of surplus, the principles and methods
which :nay be adopted from tine to tine by the company for such dis-
tribution, anvd its detennination of the amount equitably belonging
to such policy, shall be and are hereby ratified and accepted by
and for every person, who shall have or claim any interest under
the contract now proposed." Another one is, "I :C\irther agree that
in any distribution of surp3.us, the principles and methods, which
may then be in use by the company for such distribution, and its
determination of the ajnount aFPortioned to such policy shall be and
are hereby ratified and accepted by and for every person who shall
have or claim any interest in the contract."
Besides the policy and application stipul.ations in regard to
dividends, there is contained, in the charter of some companies, a
statement regarding them. In some cases, this is the only one of
the three places where any mention of dividends can be found. The
application sometimes states that the applicant becomes a member
of the company on the issuance of his policy, and will share in the
surplus according to the charter terms. The application and
charter provisions or statements pertaining to the dividends of
one company's policy are as follows: Applica.tion; "I hereby agree
that such policy shall be a contract made and to be performed in,
and in all respects to be construed and determined by the company's
charter and the laws of the State of Connecticut."
Section 14 of the charter reads, "Each member shall be cred-
ited with his or her proportionate share of the amount of premiums
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earned, after deducting losses and expenses, and of the profltn of
said coirrpany derived from investments, v/^vich share of profits so
derived shall be credited to each member for his or her proportion-
ate share of the premiujiis earned, and he or 3he shall be entitled
to a certificate on the books of the company." The company, from
whose charter the above statement was talcen, has nothing in its
contract pea- taining to the paying of dividends.
In the case of mutual-stock companies, the charter always
stipulates the manner in which the profits shall be api;ortioned to
the stoclc-holders, and sometimes to both stock-holders and imitual
policy holders. An example of the former, taken from the charter
of one of the large mutual-stock companies, reads, "The holders
of said capital stock may receive a semi-annual dividend on the
stock so held by them, not to exceed three and one-half per cent,
of the same, such dividends to be paid at the times and in the
manner designated by tlie directors of said company."
The amount of the capital stock authorized to be issued is
stated in the charter. This capital stock has in some cases been
increased by legislative acts, and dividends are paid on the in-
creased amount at the same rate as before.
The charter of one company has the follov/ing provision in re-
gard to dividends payable to mutual policy holders as well as
stock-holders; "A semi-aruiual dividend of five per cent, shall be
made on the stock, to be payable on the first day of April and
October emnually. The only other dividends that may be made to
stock-holders shall consist of the profits derived from policies
issued without profits to the policy'- holders. These dividends when
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inade shall "be declared on tho first day of April annually'"." The
dividends to stock-holders are paid before any may be ariportioned
to policy holders. As to the dividends payable to the latter, the
charter provision is, "From the residue of the profits arising
from the mutual business, after the provisions indicated in Article
VI, (referring to the foregoing provision) the board shall annually,
in the month of January, declare a dividend to mutual policy hold-
ers, according to kind and class of each policy, or place to the
credit of the policy its equitable proportion of the undivided sur-
plus, which shall be payable, according to the terras and condition
of the policy.
"
TVe see by the foregoing that in order to ascertain the methods
and manner employed by "o].d line" companies, in the distribution
of their surplus earnings, it is necessary, not only to look
through their policy provisions, but also the applications, v/hich
are made a part of the contracts, and the charters v/ith their a-
mendments.
Methods of distribution
.
There have been used in the history of life insurance many
different methods of distributing the surplus earnings on the gross
premium receipts. The problem of equitably dividing the surplus
earnings of the premiura receipts was until i860 considered as al-
most insoluble. It seems strange that, although the premium ?;as
calculated on a scientific basis, the surplus premium should be a
source of trouble to the actuaries.
In the early history'" of life insurance in the United States,
surplus was divided on what v/as known as the "percentage" plan.
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This plan consisted of tailing the totnl pre.Tiiums Tor the period Tor
which the dividend was to be declared of al]. the policies that v;cre
entitled to nuch a dividend, and then finding the percentage which
the total surplus bore to tliis amount. This percentage was then
inultiplied by each policy holder's premium receipts, and the re-
sult would give each member his share of the si;.rplus. The first
companies gave all policies issued a dividend of the same percent-
age of the premims paid. Later on a change was made and the
limited payment life policies and endowjTients were given a less per-
centage than the ordinary life policies. The percentages paid on
ordinari^ life policies ranged from thirty-five to ilfty, by one
conpany between 1847 and 1869. On endowments the percentage was
betvfeen thirty-three and forty. Some companies, on paying their
first dividend, paid one which was found to be toe large and when
the tirae for the paying of the next dividend came, the percentage
was considerably reduced.
The percentage plan of distributing surplus was simple but
not at all equitable. Sometimes the percentsg-e was so large, that
the reserve was impaired on tiie limited payment policies. Tnis
caused the companies to pay a smaller percentage on that class of
fact
policies. Anotlier objection to the percentage plan came from the
that the old policy holders as well as the new participated alike.
In other words, money wliich really belonged to the older members
was given to the new ones. A policy that had been in force forty
years was given the sai-ae dividend as one that had been in force
five years, although the one had contributed more than twice as
much as the other. The percentage was computed upon the original
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amoimt without any regard to changed conditions. If reversionary
adc'.itionn were bou£-ht with the dividends, no account v/as made of
that fact when t\iture dividendn were paid. Each preniuia being the
same, both dividends were necesp.arily of the same amoujit.
A few of the early coinpanies in this country paid their divi-
dends in scrip. In some cases these bore interest, but in others
no interest was allowed. They v/ere usually redeemable at the
pleasure of the board of directors. If a policy lapsed, the scrip
was forfeited. The scrip in some cases was liable for any losses
a^
of the company, as long it v/as held unredeemed. When the dividend
T/as not paid in scrip it was credited to the policy, and was ap-
plicable to reduce premiums, to purchase reversionary additions or
to cancel notes.
The unreasonableness of the percentage plan was generally con-
ceded. Tills was especially true v.dth the Trustees of the Mutual
Life Insurance company. In 18G1, they sent the actuary of the com-
pany, Mr. Sheppard Romans to England, to {-^et advice from English
actuaries on the question of distribution of surplus. But no sat-
isfactory plan v;as found. However, in 1863, Mr. Homans and his
assistant, Mr. David Parks Fackler, introduced the contribution
plan for the apportionment of surplus earnings. The first publish-
ed description of it appears to be that contained in the Twentieth
Annual Report (Feb. 1, 1863) of the Mutual Life Insurance company
of Nev; YorK. The essential featuj?es of the plan lie in paying
strict regard to the yearly experience in determinrng the rates of
saving from reserve mortality and expenses, Retui-n of surplus un-
der the plan must therefore vary from year to year according as the

Interest
,
expenses and death losses may have been more or less
heavy.
The plan becane popular at once and has since been used In
the distribution of surplus almost universally by our "old line"
companies. The older companies adopted the plan in the following
order
:
Mutual Life of Hev; YorK 18G3
Northv;e stern Mutual 1864
New Yorlc Life 1867
New England Mutual 1867
State Mutual 1868
Connecticut Mutual 1869
Mutual Benefit 1870
Penn Mutual 1871
The system is described by Mr. Romans as follows; "Credit
each policy holder, first with the amoujit actually reserved at the
last preceding distribution of surplus, as the then present value;
and second, with the effective premiums paid since that time, both
sums being accumulated at the actual current rate of interest to
the date of the present distribution; and charge him with the
actual cost of the rislv to v:hich the company has been exposed dtu?-
ing the interval, determined by means of a table, representing the
rates of mortality and interest actually experienced; and third,
with the amount nov; reserved as the present val.ue of the policy.
Tlie difference betvreen the sum of his credits and the sum of his
debits determines the overpayment or contribution from the policy
proper.
"
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To make the plan more clear an actual cane v/lll be ^^iven.
Asnuining that the conQ)any is on a three per cent, reserve basis,
and that the American Mortalit^r Tab].e in used, 81,822 persons at
age 35, on the ordinary life plan, pay a net premium of $21.08
each. This gives the company a i"\ind of ^^1,724,807.76. Assuming
that this fund earns five per cent, interest during the year, vie
have ;;^1, 81]. ,048.14. The actual insurance mortalltA^ during the year
was ^512, 400. Deducting- thir; from ^^1,811,048.14, leaves
^1,298,648.14 at the end of the 3^ear. There survives at the end
of the year ^81,309,600 of insurance, eacii $1000 of which must be
credited with a terminal reserve of |12.88. This leaves as a sur-
plus from the net premium receipts ^1^251, 381. Tiiere vrere 81,822
persons v/ho paid the first premium, hence each one receives as his
share ;^3.07.
To the net premium is adled a certain amount arbitraiy v/ith
each company, called "loading" for expenses. Thus a gross prem-ium
of ^27.93 for an ordinary life policy at age 35, includes a "load-
ing" of |6.85. If this expense element is not a3.1 used, there will
be a saving. This is entitled to whatever interest it has earned
during the year. This amount added to the |3.07, malces the total
earnings of a policy on the ordinary ].lfe plan at age 35, not con-
sidering lapses and surrenders.
The plan as described above is employed almost exclusively,
but some companies have modified it. One of the m.odlfications is
to distribute excess interest in proportion to the reserve, and all
other profits in proxjortion to the "loading." Another is to dis-
tribute all earnings in proportion to the amount of the reserve.
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Dlstributiii^ surplus on the contribution plan, not only tends
towards e^iuity to the policy-holders, but leaves the company free
to charge rates and adopt new plans wlthotit disturbing the old ones.
The contribution plan makes no provisions Tor surplus arising
from lapsed and surrendered policies. If the contrilxi.tlon plan
were to be adhered to, the surplus corning from this source wouJ.d
have to be returned in proportion to the anoujit of the reserve
that is subject to ].apse and surrender , Some of the companies
that return their surplus annually according to the contribution
plan, put this surplus into the general surplus fund and do not re-
turn it to the policy holders.
There has been much discussion concerning the contribution
plan. A great part of it has been on the relation that the appor-
tioment of expenses bears to the distribution of surplus and the
application of the plan to this distribution with special reference
to the best methods of as^-essing expenses. These include invest-
ment and insi-irance expenses, collection fees, agents' commissions,
taxes, and medical fees. The prevailing opinion seoms to be that
all investment expenses should be paid out of the investment in-
come, expenses that are determined by the premiums cut of the
premium income, and all other expenses out of the cost of insurance
or the amount charged for the expected m.ortality.
Objections have been raised to the plan on the ground that it
is not equitable. In a criticism of the plan, given in Volume XIV.
of the Journal of the Institute of Actuaries, there is the follow-
ing statement, "V/hile admitting Mr. Homan's plan is a great im-
provement on the method which divides the surplus in proportion to
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the premlims paid, we are of the opinion that the method fa^.-.n
very far short of perfect equity, inasmuch rxr, it maiden the same
c.'large I'or tne current assurance of all the assured of the same
age, whatever the length of time they have been on the office booXa
and the as^iured of long standing thus share unduly and therefore
inequitably, in the profit from the reduced raortality consequent on
the ].arge influx of recently selected lives."
One much debated point is v/hether the heavy initial expenses
shouQ.d be borne by the nev/ members or v/hether some of it should be
borne by the entire membership body. It is hei.d by many insur?Jice
men that the former should be the case. They hold that it is not
just that nev; members should be allov/ed to participate in the bene-
fits of established companies which the old mem.bers have built up,
without paying the initial expenses.
There have been used and are used in other countries various
methods? of distributing surplus earnings to policy-holders. In
Great Britain, a generation ago it r/as pointed out that "the true
mode of dividing surplus was in prov.ortion to the smount at the
prevailing rate of interest, of the payments of each contributor
over and above those reciuired for the risk." Another v.'as to com-
pound the loadings until the death of the policy holder and then a
bonus or dividend should be given equal in amount to the accumu-
lated leading payments.
In 1861, each one was given an amount in proportion to hjLs
contribution to the profits. The sources of these profits wer-e
loading, interest more than that assumed, and lapses and surrenders
Other methods were in proportion to the value of the policies or
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tlie sura insured: in proportion to premiums paid; and a uniform per-
centage to all members was sometimes paid.
At the present tiiae in Great Britain, the "bonuses or dividends
are paid in proportion to the loading:, and if the loadinpj is a cer-
tain per cent, of the premium, then the bonus is always a certain
per cent, of the preniT:uiis received. It is a comiiion practice in
Great Britain to load the premium heavy so as to be able to return
part of the loading in bonuses or dividends.
T iiiie of Distribution
Dividends may be apportioned to policy holders annually, or
at the end of stipulated periods of five, ten, fifteen or twenty
years. The former is popularly IcnoTTn as the annual dividend sys-
tem, while the latter is known by such names as Semi-Tontine, Dis-
tribution and Deferred Accujmilation, When the policy holder makes
his application, or when the first dividend is due, he elects by
what system he wants his surplus apportioned. Usually, annual
dividend policies do not begin to draw dividends until the end of
the second year. In some cases, hov/ever, a dividend is paid at the
end of the first year. But as a rule, nothing is accurmilated the
first two 3'"ears, on account of the high initial cost of getting the
business. The arguments for the annual dividend plan aj?e as fol-
lows. The essence of mutual life insurance is the giving of pro-
tection at its actual cost. This cost depends upon expenses,
mortality and interest earned. As these things are IcnoYm at the
end of each year, there is no reason why the overpayment of the
premium or surplus should not be returned. If this were done, the
policy holder would get his insurance at its actual, annual cost.
The dividends are not subject to forfeiture, as they are under
iJ
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the deferred dividend p3.ans. V/hen he leaven hin dividends with
the company, he does not alv/ays Knov; the amoimt he han to his
credit. The cash surrender and loan values are not increased; in
fact they are useles?; to him until the end of the defen-ed period.
Sometimes, he can not ljuy additional insurance with the amount at
that time v/ithout passing a satisfactory medical examination.
The arg-uments for ].ong term or deferred dividends are "briefly
as follows. A company should alv/ays have on hand, more than enough
to exactly balance its liabilities. Investments of all kinds are
liable to fluctuations £i.nd a safety fund is necessary to protect
the company from becoming insolvent. How large this should be de-
pends upon the amount of the assets and liabilities, but if the
dividends are allowed to accumulate, they will constitute an ample
fund for the protection of the policies of the company.
Another argument is that the deferred dividends are paid to
the surviving members who complete the dividend period, as a reward
for their persistency'" in paying premiums.
The disa.dvantages of the annual dividend plan lie in the fact
that in a great many cases, the genera.1 surplus is not large enough
for the safety and protection of the policy holders. The companies
paying annual dividends are so anxious to pay good dividends that
they almost forget the protection of the company from insolvency,
and do not increase the general surplus as m,uch as they should. Af-
ter all safety is the first requisite to good insurance, and a com-
pany who has a large genera], surplus or guarantee fand is always
looked upon with favor.
The disadvantages of the latter or deferred dividend plan are
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as follows. It tempts men to taXe ].ife insuranco as a speculation.
The policy holder vragers with his fellov; members that he v/ill pay
al] the agreed premiums and live until the end of the period Uit
that many of them will not do so. The stake is the dividend v/hich
he will forfeit in case he does not live to pay al.1 the premiums.
Another disadvantage is that the policy holder, by forfeiting
his dividends, pays m.ore for his insurance than it actually costs.
He forfeits noney which really belongs to him.
Long term dividend i.ieriods also tend to conceal smal]. profits.
The company can be more extravagant and less conservative in its
managem.ent without being detected by the policy holders as well as
by the public, than is possible when the f3urp].us earnings are re-
turned every year.
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SECTION III.
Application of s-urplus.
After the amcant of the surplus to be returned has been de-
terinined, the question naturally arises, how shall this surplus be
used. V/e have already se^^n that in the early history of 2.1fe in-
surance in this country, the first dividends v/ere paid in the form
of interest bearing scrip, redeemable at the pleasure of the Board
of Trustees. In so:iie cases, the dividend coul.d be used to reduce
premiums or to cancel notes. The dividend could also be converted
into reversionary additions in some companies. The English method
was to give reversionary bonuses, payable at the death of the in-
sured, with the araount of the original policy. The additions or
bonuses were paid-up whole life insurance, and for endovrment
policies the bonus is converted into paid-up endov;ment insurance,
maturing at the same time as the endowment. The amount added was
a per cent, of the sums insured, without any regard to the ages of
the insuj?ed. A policy that had paid five premiums would receive
five times as much as a poi.icy that had paid only one. There were
some companies that gave a percentage of the sui'ii insured together
with the additional bonuses. The latter is in practice todeiy in
our country, with those companies that give in place of a cash divi
dend a certain amount of participating additions.
In the United States, the general practice is to pay the divi-
dend in cash. There is a condition, however, in a majority of the
companies, that the next ^rear's premium must be paid. In other

words the dividend may be used in part payment of the next annual
premium, but in some cases no re£jard is paid to this fact. T]:is
cash dividend may also be applied to the part payment of a premium
loan. If the policy is fully paid-up, the dividend, of course, is
paid in cash.
Besides these ways in which the cash dividend can be applied,
almost all companies alio?: their policy holders to convert their
dividends into paid-up additions. These are known by other names,
such as "reversionary additions" and "dividend additions." These
additions or the funount of this full paid-up insurance is purchased
at the company's re^lar single premium rates according to the at-
tained age of the insured. This is calculated by finding the net
single premium that will insure one dollar at that age. Then find
out how much the whole amount of the dividend will insure. For ex-
ample, at age 30, the s^arplus is ;;iJ21.90. The net single premiujn
v/lriich will at that age insure one dollar for whole life is .3031,
using the Actuaries' Table at 4S interest. If $.3061, then, y;ill
insure one dollar, ;j21,90 v/ill insure as many dollars as ?).3061 is
contained in it, or ^71.54. This is the addition to the policy
that the surplus named will purchase. The amount so bought is
fully paid-up, and participates in the surplus earnings of the com-
p?jiy, in the same manner as the original amount inspired. Dividends
applied in this way affect a corresponding increase in the surren-
der and loan values of the policy. Some companies permit the paid-
up additions of past years to be converted into cash, the same to
be applied to the reduction of the current year's premium. In order
to get paid-up additional insurance, the companies usually require
satisfactory evidence of good health.
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Another application of surplus io what in knomi as the
Accelerative EndoTTnient plan. The dividends are applied to the con-
version of the policy into an endCAment
,
i^ayable at a specified
and sraduall3'' diminishing age, or if preferred into a fully paid-
up participating policy, payable at the same tir;ie as the oric^inal
policy. The plan operates as follows; the dividends are left T7ith
the company. In consideration therefor, the conipany agrees to pay
the Slim assured when the policy holder shall have attained a cer-
tain age, or at his previous death, thus enalDling him to procure an
endowment policy at the usual rates charged for policies payable
at death only. As each dividend is ascertained and applied, the
compan^r agrees to pay the policy at a specified age. All dividends,
however, need not be used to accelerate the policy. The insured is
free at any tine to use the current dividend to reduce the premium.
If all txie dividends are used, the policy becomes payable at a
gradually diminishing age. For example; a policy holder has an Or-
dinari/ Life Policy for ^|10,000, the premium being s/263.50. Assume
that at the end of the first 3rear, he has a dividend of twenty-five
dollars to his credit. If he chooses to use this to hasten the
payment of his policy on this plan, the company would agree to pay
the sum assured at age 35 or previous death. The application of
the next dividend would probably malce the policy payable at age 82.
The future dividends, in like manner, would still further acceler-
ate the payment of the policy.
Another method of application of dividends used by some com-
panies is when they are applied to hasten the time when the policy
will become paid-up in full. Under this plan the surplus declared
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is accunulatert, to reduce the nmiber of premiums required under
the contract. Durin'T* the accu.^uiation, the dividends are usually
never forfeitable, but are always subject to tjie order of the orner
and are payable with the policy at death. The dividends are
credited annually 7/ith interest, v/henever these acciL^lations, to-
gether with the reserve on the policy, equal the reserve on a fully
paid-up policy of the same kind and amount at the age_ attained, no
further preiniums will be required, and the company will endorse the
polic3'" as "Paid up in full." In other words while the policy hold-
er is paying the premiums from the beginning of his policy, the
dividends with interest are paying them from the other end, thus
shortening the time during which dividends must be paid. Before
the policy becomes paid-up, as in the accelerative endowment plan,
any part or the ?/hole of these accuiirjilations and the current divi-
dends, may be applied to the payment of premiums. Another import-
ant fact is that if a policy becomes a claim or is surrendered for
its cash value, the accumulations will be paid with the anount
otherwise due.
Besides using dividends for reducing premiums, buying addi-
tions, on the accelerative plans, they may be dSferrco. for
periods of five, ten, fifteen or twenty years. With very fe?; ex-
ceptions, the old Tontine system has been abandoned. Under that
system, a tontine period of ten to twenty/- years ?/as fixed upon in
the policy, and during that period no dividends were paid until
its expiration. No surrender value either in cash or paid-up in-
surance was given, but in the event of death, the face of the poli-
cy was given to the beneficiary. Modern contracts, however, pro-
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vide for cash values and paid-up and extended insin*ance values.
Usually, when a deferred dividend period is selected, no part of
the surplus already accunulated is paid in the event of death or
lapse during the dividend perioa. The essence of the plan "being
that all surplus shall be accumulated at compound interest and
divided ainon^- tliose only VTho survive and complete the dividend pe-
riod. Hence the forfeiture of dividends is the only feature of the
old Tontine contract remaining. In case of lapsed policies being
restored, some companies allov; them to become annual dividend poli-
cies after restoration. In those cases only the surplus credited
to such policies prior to lapse is forfeited to the remaining mem-
bers of the class.
Accumulative policies are issued under which the accumulated
surplus is paid in the event of death or withdrawal, thus doing a-
way with all the features of the old Tontine plan.
After the dividend period is completed, the policy usually be-
comes an annual dividend paying policy, but in some cases the subse-
quent dividends are deferred for five year periods.
This deferred dividend plan is knovm by various names, such
as Tontine, Semi-Tontine, Accujnulative Dividend, Deferred Distribu-
tion, etc. In the first two, the dividends arising from lapses and
deaths go to the persistent members of the Tontine or Smi-Tontine
class, while in the Distribution policy, the dividends remain the
property of the v/hole body of policy holders. The companies that
issue the former. Keep the accoujits of the semi-tontine class sep-
arate, so that a policy holder may Know at ajiy time how much he
has to his credit.
At the end of the deferred dividend period, the insured may
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have his surplus in cash, or ;iiay une It to purchase paid-up addi-
tions to his policy, if the insurance in continued in force. It
raay also be applied in various other ways, such as, to the purchase
of an annuity on the life of the inrji.ired, or on any person nomi-
nated "by the insured, and apjplied to,i;^et}ier 'vith the cash surrender
value to the purchase of such annuities. Each company issuing de-
ferred dividend policies, has in its contracts, options of dividend
settlement, any one of which the insured i:.ay choose at the tine the
dividend is due.

S E C T I N IV.
Power of Dividend Paying.
As has been pointed out before in this paper, dividends are
derived from four main sources, saving from morta3.ity, saving; from
interest, saving from the "loading" for expenses and saving from
reserves released on lapsed and surrendered policies.
Old-line compariies in comijuting their premiums, assume that
the insured persons are going to die in accordance with the rate
stipulated in the mortality table used. If a company is conserva-
tive in the selection of its risks, the mortality experience will
be less than that assujned, and hence the mortality element of the
premiimi villi not all be used. Conservatism in the selection of
risks means that there has been a careful medical selection. Some
companies confine their business to healthful portions of a coun-
try, while others have no excexAions in this respect. Som.e tal:e
business in foreign countries while others confine their business
to the United States. If a company is very careful in its selection
of risks, even such small portions as cities and counties vfill be
exempted from some states, on account of the mortality experience
at those places. The accompanying charts show the mortality ex-
periences of twenty-five old-line companies doing business in the
United States. The experience shown is for the past seven years.
The first column shows vrhat the expected mortal.ity was during each
of the seven yeaTs. This expected mortality is the cost of in-

siiraiice, including expect(3cl paynents, less reservep. expected to bo
released by death, on anr.uities. Tlie second col-unn shows the a-
noimt saved each year after paying death losr.-es or the actual net
mortality.'- on insi-rance. The third colarnn shows the percentage of
the anovait saved of the expected mortal! t3^. A glance at the mortal!
ty experience coliirnns of each company vrill show just vrhat each com-
pany is saving from this source. It v/ill be seen that some of the
companies are saving from thirty to fort^r per cent, every year,
while others are losing from ten to thirt3r.
Another important fact to be noticed is that the experience as
a rule for all the years remains just about the some for each com-
pany. This proves that if a company is conservate now, it v/ill
probablAr remain so in the ^rears to come.
These tables are compiled from results given to the Minnesota
and Con2:ectici;.t Insurance Departments, and can be found in the In-
suTance Reports issued by those states.
Besides using the Mortallt-y Table in computing premiums, com-
pound interest rates must also be used. The reserve is asnumed to
earn a certain rate per cent. compouJided each year as long as the
premiums are paid. If a company earns more than the assumed rate
of per cent., it is quite evident that after the reserve account
has bec:n satisfied there will remain a surplus. Of couj:'se the a-
mount that is saved tron this source depends upon the rate of per
cent, that it is assumed the reserve will earn. If a compajiy is on
a fouT per cent, reserve basis, it cannot be s'api:;osed to save as
much as a company that operates u"pon a thi^ee per cent, reserve basis
The charts tliat follov: this discussion show the experience of the

tvrunty co.:ipaniotj iii liiouront earnin^n. The llrnt column Rliovm hou
much interest it vms required to oarn to maintain the reserve. The
riecond coli^ui nhov/G the amaint of interest earned less investment
exponBGs. Tlie third coliLmn shows the per cent, of the amount saved
of the amount earned. It uill be seen by glancing at t/iose percent
ages that none of the companies saved more than thirty per cent,
for the seven years, v/liile others averaged less than twenty per
cent. In order to .yadge each company fairly in respect to interest
earnings, it is necessary to taKe into consideration the assumed
rate of per cent, each year. These rates are given on each chart.
Hot only is the percentage of gain larger in the case of coinpany on
a three per cent, reserve basis than one on a four per cent, basis,
but there is a larger reserve on hand to earn interest. These con-
ditions should alY/ays be taKen into consideration v/hen examining
relative surplus interest earnings of different companies for a
series of years.
Another source of saving is on the expense elem.ent of the
premium or "loading." This "loading" is not the saaue in all com-
panies. Its amount is arbitrary v;ith the company. It provides for
all the woi'^King expenses of the coiirpany, less investment expenses.
It may also be used to provide for excess mortality losses. If the
actual expenses of a company are less than the amount of the load-
ing, th-jre is a siiriolus saved.
This depends on the conservatism in the management of the com.-
pany. Some coiirpanies pay more to get business than others. Larger
corii'iissions are paid, larger salaries are allov;ed, more advertising
is done and so on. The companies that are conservative in these

respects of course save tho larcer:t cUiOunt. The charts shov/ the
ainount or "loacUnc", the amount saved, that Is, the anoimt left of
the "loading" after subtracting the Insurance expenses incur.T-ed for
the year, and the percentage saved. Very few coiirpanies save very
much from this source. By examining the charts, it can be seen
which companies are the most conservative in their management. They
also shcv; that some of the companies are very unconservative, los-
ing in some cases more than tliree hundred per cent, of the "load-
ing." Here, as in the case of interest earnings, hov^ever, a].] owance
m.ust be made in each case for the amount of the "loading". Some
companies load heavier than others; consequently they o-oght to save
Tiore, if the same expense item.s are used in each case.
The last important sorj?ce of saving is on lapsed and surrender-
ed policies. As has been pointed out before, the saving from
lapses, and surrenders is not a source of real profit, on account of
the expense incurred in placing equivalent business on the books.
However, some companies make large savings from this source, by
not allo'iTing as large surrender and lapse valu.es. The charts show,
in one colujnn the a:'.iount of the reserves by surrender and lapse,
in another the surrender and lapse values allowed, and in a third
the percentage of the amount allov/ed of the reserves released. It
can be seen that the less conservative companies in other respects
save the most on lapses and surrenders.
In order to judge a company's dividend paying pov/er fairly,
it is necessary to consider these conditions that have been spoken
of in each case. It is also necessary that the experience of the
com.pany in mortality, interest earnings, expenses, and lapses and

surrenders, be all consider cel. lii othor v/ords, a company may have
a good mortality experience but a very poor one in exiDcnses. Or
very largo interest earnings might be offset by unusually heavy
expenses. In fact, one of the companies reporting to the Minne-
sota Insurance department in 19 02, saved over thirty-nine per cent,
on interest earned, excelling all other companies reporting, bu.t
that same coinpany lost over eighteen per cent, on "loading." One
company had very good mortality and expense experiences but saved
very little from interest. Anotiier had very poor mortality, in-
terest and expense experiences but saved a great deal on lapses and
surrenders. Therefore, it is evident, tliat in order to ^udge a
company' n dividend paying pov/er fairly, it is very necessary'' to
consider its savings from all four sources.
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.
21.4
1900 2,070,036. 744,174. 35.9 1,851,305. 397, 864. 17.7
1901 2,289,824. 746,541. 32.4 1,991,496. 474, 583. 19.2
1902 2,304, 104. 734,802. 31.4 2,104,565. 497, 020. 25.2
19 03 2,471,163. 850,911. 34.0 2^240,137. 433, 153. 16.2
Reserve on
Amount
<fo Lapses and Amount <fo
Year "Loading" Saved Saved Surrenders Saved Saved
1897 ^^1,088,302. 10,810. -1.9 ;i^73l,566. —^ 22,522. -5.0
1898 1,142,820. -59,541. -5.2 678,615. 135,419. 23.9
1899 1,236,842. -114,909. —9 .
2
549,502. 116,773. 25.8
1900 1,373,236. -222,470. -16.2 672,027. 126,449. 18.8
1901 1,508,010.. -112,221.. -7.4 731,378. 117,040. 15.9
1902 1,615,505. -196,664. -12.1 781,375. 150,004. 19.2
1903 1,701,084. —83 , 335
.
-5.0 848, 555, 180,492. 21.0

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL
Reserve at 4,^; Since 1882 at 3^'o.
Expected Amount Interest Araount
O O. V ^V.*. OC V
1897
:i; 2, 345, 041. $364,054. 15.5 $2,007,000. .'i?782,042. 27.1
o "ZAo 74.7 ? OQO 207 7 f. 2 1 1 A R
1899 2,361,921. 523,287. 22.2 2, 099,800
.
421,104. 27.0
1900 2,373,663. 415,093. 17.4 2, 099,405. 361,881. 14.7
JL V J.. \J 'J iJ y fj t • A> O . -1. O O f , v «J ^ . J.O . VJ
1902 2 4-02 174 545 256 22 7 2 102 9S7 247 977 10 5
1903 2 413 075. 482 510. 20. 2.112 783. 139 779. 6.2
Year "Loadinp""
Amount
S averl Spverl
T?e<=!eTVft on
Lapses and Amount
Sp vprl
1897 $ 969,046. ^^309,628. 31.9 ^790, 558. ^98,276. 12.4
1898 930,100. 265,432. 28.5 855,708. 79,601. 9.3
1899 989,773. 150,352. 15.2 659,529. 67,893. 10.3
1900 995,701. 117,462. 11.8 661,220. 66 ,115. 10.0
1901 1,005,957. 114,768. 11.4 663,414. 76,076. 11.5
1902 1,021,932. 119,885. 11.7 614,444. 66,436. 10.8
1903 1,025, 562.
.
936,112. 15.0 644,285. 62,392. 10.0

EQUITABLE OF NUV/ YORK
Reserve at 3 and 3 l/2^b; Previous to 1897, 4^.
Year
Expected
Mortality
Amount
Saved Saved
Interest
Recfj.ired
Amount
saved Saved
1897 <S10 80*-5 199. ^1 971 IS 2 '^ 7 099 395
'ifOf oo o , Ofjo , O X . u
1898 10,705,200. 1,014, 9.5 7,611,42,?. 2,065,337. 21.3
1899 11,405,313. 754, 324
.
6.7 3,295,503. 2, 037,236. 19.8
1900 12,015,000. 1, 505, 173. 12.6 8,466,240. 2,556,615. o o o<< o . <^
1901 12,8G0,000. 1,671, G61. 14.4 9,850,000. 2,422,843. 19.3
1902 13, 060,000. 1,396, 980. 14.5 10,950,000. 2,563,403. 19.0
1903 14,634,633. 1, 559, 926. 11.0 10,829,037. 2,819,139. 20.7
Reserve on
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved Saved
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
S aved Saved
1897 ^ 9,347,000. ^^^l,659,927. 17.8 ;ip8,4l2,453. ii?3,001,666. 35.7
1898 9, 302,000. 1, 349,798. 14.5 7,512,324. 1,421,948. 19.0
1399 10,004,000. 508, 906. 5.1 6,303,148. 1,117,610. 17.8
1900 10,725,000. 2,230,589. 20.8 6, 033,049. 1, 125, 228. 13.7
1901 11, 699,999, 1,671,661. 16.8 6,755,931. 992,872. 16.1
1902 12,757,467. 1,006,227. 7.8 7,444,180. 1,006,841. 13.5
1903 14,562,639. 480,893. 3.0 8,914,822. 1,480,703. 17.0

GERMA.IIIA
Reserve at 4fr, Since 1900 at 3 l/^f^.
Year
Exioeo ted
Mortality
Anioimt
Saved
r
Saved
I nt er e st
Required
Amount
Saved
iI'
Saved
1897 $722,394. $140,130. 19.3 t 8 16, 532. ^^355, 402. 30.3
1898 743 570. 112,191. 15.2 855,220. 209 .580. 19.7
1899 771,745. 67,977. 8.9 893,273. 203,998. 18.6
19 00 794,925. 168,135. 21.2 927,839. 227,592. 19.7
1901 794,784. 112,583. 14.2 969,858. 252,157. 19.4
1902 858,505. 219,168. 26.0 1,010,605. 530,202. 34.4
1905 8 86,930. 243,861. 28.0 1,063,627. 204,461. 16.1
Year "Loading
"
AMOunt
Saved
T
Saved
Reserve on
L ax) se s and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 |705, 666. ^ 40,454. 5.7 ^^704,787. ^p' 154, 057. 19.0
1898 735,843. 26,424. 5.6 740,662. 134,389. 18.1
1899 777,074. -1,779. 0.2 579,694. 124,845. 21.6
1900 791,509. 64,105. 8.1 684,198. 157,755. 25.1
1901 860, 03C. 27,152. 5.2 464,939. 139,232. 50.0
1902 921,779. -133,154. -14.4 464,450. 138,456. 29.8
1905 974,627. -116,611. -12.0 496,074. 160,874. 32.0

HOME
Reserve at 4 and 3yj; Since 1900 , 3 l/?ffj.
Year
Kxpected
Mortality
Amount
Saved Saved
Interest
Req-'j.ired
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 $513,313. i^f 95,297. 18.5 ^p550,022. $ 97,134. 2] .7
1898 501,372. 68,480. 13.7 370,028. 57,445. 15.4
1899 529,594. 132,972. 25.2 397,543. 9,419. 2.4
1900 6 03,846. 234,395. 58.9 428,324. 37,967. 8.2
1901 6 07,846. 129,528. 21.4 465,279. 216,024. 31.8
1902 6 59,186. 182,928. 27.8 504,407. 61,550. 10.8
190? 701,677. 215, 398. 31.0 520,555. 48,813. 3.4
Year "Loading
"
Amount
Saved Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 1560,944. 96,254. -26.6 ^308,570. $146,868. 47.6
1898 590,148. -87,469. -22.4 538,494. 146,877. 43.4
1899 462,219. -80,923. -17.5 215,099. 101,008. 47.4
1900 475,475. -149 ,658. -31.6 25^, 5«58
.
116,127. 46.0
1901 499,485. -152,540. -30.5 270,514. 156,555. 50.6
1902 557,242. -176,465. -31.7 505,439. 154,279. 50.4
1903 -29.0 230,307. 123,375. 40.0

METROPOLITAII
Reserve at 4f;; Since 1900 at 3 ij'^o.
Year
Expected
Mortality
Amount
Saved Saved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 :;|5,115,17G.
-^^1,405,412. -27.4 1,089,312.
-^i;208,764. -25.7
1898 5,657,035. -1,270,655. -22.4 1,3 02,68 0. 411,123. 24.0
1899 6 ,595,105. -1,082,988. -16.4 1,558,635. 520,820. 24.8
1900 7,504,565. -1,288,952. -17.1 2,140,888. -65,783. -5.2
1901 8 ,352,661. -1,160,718. -3 3 .
9
2,320,061. 587,840. 20.3
1902 9,155,907. - 676,501. -07.3 2,789,372. 369,100. 11.6
190? 10,167,227. -1, 037,608. -10,0 3,332,134. 407,644. 10.9
Year "Loading
"
Amount
Saved Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 111,146,148. ,^2,404,229, 21.6 $1,451,427. ^ 804,161 . 56.2
1898 11,632,849. 1,487,753. 12.8 1,497,479. 943,887 . 64.0
1899 12,475,352. 528,033. 4.3 1,422,907. 695,205 . 48.9
1900 13,945,459. 1 , 542 , 253
.
11.1 2,271,294. 1,306,542 . 57.6
19 01 15,340,234. 1,158,751. 7.6 2,356,034. 1,570,857 . 66.7
1902 16,360,811. 951,572. 5.7 2,886,856. 2,075,991 . 71.9
1903 13,300,771. 1,449, 056. 3.0 3,203,316. 2,323,180 . 72.0

MAWHATTAN
erve at 3 and 3 l/2<'y, Before 1900, 4^3.
Year Mortality
Amount
S aved Saved
Interest
Required
Aiaount
Saved
cf79
Saved
1897 s'?699,333. ''^ 47,755. 6.8 C:554,22l. ^^5176,703. 24.2
1893 683,394. 60,308. 8.8 554,169. 67,482. 10.9
1899 719,150. 148,161. 20,6 535, 319. 73, 903. 12.3
1900 734,930. 120,134. 16,4 577,263. 105,153. 15.5
1901 748,500 89,795. 12,0 593,964. 173,311. 22.6
1902 810,200. 199, 090, 24.5 613,263. 120,602. 16.4
1903 855,300. 212, 1G5. 27.0 331,904-. 64,963. 9.3
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved
i
Saved
1397 sj5455, 545. 79,413. -17.4 :;i5469,439. 1 65,519. 14.3
1898 469,104. -127,206. -27.1 479,752. 110, 503. 24.
1899 464,96'5. 110,310. -23.7 461,767. 34,594, 18,4
1900 472,916. -130,268. -27.5 345,923, 56,913. 16,2
1901 528,612. -189,817. -35.9 355,124. 60,021. 17.0
1902 559,130. -226,333. -40.5 349,028. 71,400. 20.4
1903 625,158. -230,458. -37.0 406,020. 119,501. 29,0

MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL
Reserve at 4f^; Since 1900 at 3 l/.?^.
Year
Expected
Mortality
Aiiiount
Saved Saved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 $1,103,000. $436, 038. 41.6 4 720,053. ;|203,547. 22.5
1898 1,249,700. 231,553. 18.5 778, 070. 99, 379. 11.3
1399 1, 343,800. 297,878. 840,700. 90,160. 10.3
1900 1,417,051. 516,250. 36.5 904, 965. 129,922. 12.6
1901 1,520,500. 433,205. 28.5 978,000. 98,778. Q O
1902 1, 349, 000. 668,282. 40.5 1,057,000. 141,699. 11.7
1903 1, 773,000. 634,734. 36.0 1,146,000. -25,313.
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved Saved
Reserve on
Ls.pserj and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 $ 922,025. s1;ll0,832. 12.0 ^631, 433. $141,050. 22.4
1898 994,685. 126,353. 12.7 832,890. 124,934. 15.0
1899 1,033,396. 153,254. 14.6 017,465. 117,232. 19.0
1900 1,130,423. 200,034. 17.6 602,352. 99,352. 16.5
1901 1,232,000. 134,793. 17,0 598,416. 68,921. 11.6
1902 1,406,000. 207,603. 14.6 492,010. 84,717. 17.2
1903 1,523,000. 343,372. 23.0 703, 610. 100,314. 15.0

MUTUAL BKIIEFIT
Reserve at 4^/^; Since 189S at 34.
Year
Expected
Mortality'-
Anoimt
Saved Saved
Interest
Recfj/ircd
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 ^3,540,000. 737,78 0. 20. 8 ^?2, 274, 602 . (^783,703. 25.6
1898 3,666,875. 1,022,502. 27. 9 2,379,543 7 24,045. 23.4
1899 3 ,925,250. 825,501. 21. 2,498,090 687,539. 21.6
1900 4,164,560. 1,938,726. 22. 5 2,625,958 523,455. 16.6
1901 4,383,680. 1,229,959. 25. oo 2,767,398 189,402. 6.4
1902 4,568,000. 1,213,108. 26. 5 2,923,27 i' 404,742. 12.1
190S 4,354,850. 1,060,494. 21. 3, 094,687 427,265. 12.1
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 ^M-, 889 ,267 . ^i;465,293. 24.6 ,845,329. ^^163,691. 8.9
1898 1,982,509. 444,884. 22.4 ]. ,778,620. 152,303. 8.6
1899 2,284,483. 571,666. 25.0 1 ,573,305. 112,370. 7.1
1900 2,337,694. 613,146. 26.2 1 ,534, 096. 177,735. 12..5
1901 2,218,682. 397,116. 17.9 1 ,591,653. 181,669. 11.4
1902 2,421,531. 415,179. 17.1 1 ,695,019. 192,335. 11.3
1903 2,623,366. 473,315. 18.0 1 ,675,955. 192, 950. 11.0

.
MUTUAL LIFE OP MEW YORK
Resierve at ; Since 1897 at 3 1^' "I - -
Year
Expected
Mortality
Amount
Saved
<p
Saved
Interest
Required
A T'101]71
1
tXl. LAI i W
Saved
r
Saved
1897 §11,427 ,074. ^^2 ,678 ,286. 25.4 ^4 8,228,163. ;i^5,407 ,788. 29.5
1898 11,531,516. 2,425,768. 21.0 8,781,409. 1,775 , 183
.
16.8
1899 11,788,593. 858 ,053. 7.2 9 ,609,641. 2 , 059 ,478, 17.7
1900 13,258,919. 3,455,658. 26.1 10,423,445. 1,462 , 122 12.5
1901 14,556,297. 5,706,535. 25.9 11,048,455. 1,857 ,401. 14.4
1002 15,581,083. 4,490,711. 29.1 11,747,926. 2 , 668 ,018. 18.5
1903 15,465,273 3, 316, 507. 21.0 12,050,350. 1,926 ,080. 13.2
Reserve on
Amount Lapses and Amount
Year "Loading
"
Saved Saved Surrenders Saved Saved
1897
.$ 9,451,512. ^4 228 ,816. 2.4 ;;f9,560,521. $1,967,511. 21.0
1898 9,790,650. 167 ,492. 1.7 7 ,810,981. 2,015,752. 25,8
1899 9,870,925. -1,521 ,441. -15.4 5 ,700 ,492. 1,524,414. 25.5
1900 10,716,255. -1,208 ,964. -11.. 2 4,814,098
.
1,025,419. 21.5
1901 11,230,028. -1,397 ,985. -12.4 3 ,565,272. 1,010,994. 30.1
1902 12,262,508. -1,428 ,687. -11.6 4,696,095. 1,509,875. 32.1
1905 13,232,103. -1,409 , 318
.
-12.0 5,737,919. 1,774,859. 31.0

NEW YORK LIFE
Reserve at Since 1891, 3 and
Year
Expected
Mortality
AmouLTit
Saved
Interest
Saved Required
Amount
Saved
dlT
Saved
1897 9,390,286. ^1,421, 572. 15.1 6,642,040. iii; 1,748, 093. 20.8
1898 10,077,803. 2,036, 170. 20.2 6,920,210. 2,366,093. 25.5
1899 10,987,718. 1,481, 600. 13.5 7,463,608. 2,206,756. 22.9
1900 12,786,000. 2,791, 788, 21.9 8,332,000. 1,767,323. 17.5
1901 13,053,000. 1,702, 625. 13.1 9,314,000. 5,715,677. 38.1
1902 14,981,590. 3,149, 421. 21.0 10,285,289
.
879,989. 7.5
1903 16,721,630. 4, 591, 354. 27.0 11,120,311. 2,911,286. 26.1
Reserve on
Year "Loading"
Am.ount
Saved Saved
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 8,434,655. ^'520,834. 6.2 ^5,685,697. |1, 122, 397. 19.7
1898 9,171,430. 568,422. 6.2 6,324,174. 1,318,546. 20.9
1899 10,614,673. 478,036. 4.5 6,196,567. 1,415,916. 22.9
1900 11,653,000. 226,986. 2.0 5,926,029. 1,366,786. 25.1
1901 12,998,025. 150,003. 1.2 6,584,342. 1,438,871. 21.9
1902 14,724,726. 59,980. 2.7 7 ,704,225. 1,414,210. 18.3
1903 16,330,352. -317, 18G. -2.0 11,147,602. 2,499,761. 22.

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL
Reserve at Since 1809 at Z'fo,
Year
Expected
Mortality
Amount
Saved
/
Saved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved
1
Saved
1897 !lf4,297,200. ipl,661. 589. 58.7 ^^5,049,270. JiP 1,798. 512. 37.1
1898 4,442,075. 1,678, 508. 57.8 5 ,564,172. 1,758 ,279. 34.3
1899 4,966,716. 1,914, 857. 58.6 3 ,717,844. 1,640,291. 50.7
1900 5,098,095. 1,885, 284. 57.0 4,086,432. 1,565,580. 27.7
1901 5,550,908. 2 , 014
,
105. 56.5 4,566,052. 2,071,787. 52.2
19 02 5 ,845,022. 2,501, 969. 59.5 4,657,201. 2,062,862. 50.6
1905 3,270,110. 2,134, 553. 34.0 5,146,997. 1 , 2/'33 , 187
.
19.3
Year "Loading"
Am.ount
Saved
ir
Saved
Reserve on
La'oses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved
i
Saved
1897 ^?^5 ,274,195. 592, 302. 18.1 ,915,985. ^^57,758. 22.9
1898 5,653,837. 557, 576. 15.5 2,003,995. 452,140. 22.6
1899 4,151,715. 444, 216. 10.7 1,957,556. 515,262. 26.4
1900 4,635,929. 906
,
444. 19.6 2,142,177. 524,471. 24.5
1901 5 ,067,587. 995, 550. 19.7 2,678,030. 412,642. 15.5
1902 5,469,687. 1,172, 545. 21.4 2,702,013. 397,731. 14.7
1903 5,834,402. 1,3G7, 268. 23.0 3,414,145. 438,973. 13.0

NATIONAL, VT.
Reserve at 3<fr, Previous to 1900, 4f/>.
I ccir
Expected
i.iOx ird-i J.
Amount 9^
o a V CJ(JL
Interest
Kequ-irecL
Amount fo
Saved Saved
X O c/ f ^10,236. 2.1
isya 831,878. 229,917. 30.0 631,787. 40,249. 7.0
T Q fi o o r\ Amooy , uyj.
,
o o Q ofio f
f
oob , /do. O boo , Dob
,
41,338. 6.6
1900 948,454. 324,721. 34.3 667,964. 158,430. 19.6
1001 1,025,627. 451,169. 34.3 754,639. 67,973. 7.2
1902 1, 038, G02. 328, 6ol. 31. 5 849,727. 93, 988. 9.9
1903 1 , 293, 138. 5b0 , 396
.
43.1 957,633. 172,189. 15.2
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved Saved
Reserve on
Laioses ojnd Amount
Surrenders Saved Saved
1897 4j»575, 978. — *» 96, 754. $680,051. $ 67,098.
1898 614,524. -137,831. -22.4 735,634. 69,490. 8.0
1899 698,249. -195,313. -27.9 544,915. 30,536. 5.6
1900 791,519. -177,693. -22.4 511,688. 102,820. 20.1
1901 875,727. -124,046. -14.1 629,736. 163,262. 26.0
1902 942,885. -151,324. -16.0 660,534. 179,221. 27.1
1903 96G, 693. -24.0 681,438. 109,720. 16.0

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL
Reserve at 4^/;; Since 1900 at 3 1
Year
Expected
Mortality
Amount
Saved Saved
Interest
Required
Airiount
Saved Saved
1897 11,204,045. ^)26a,217. 22.2 978,262. |316,628. 24.5
1898 1, 265,430. 314,173. 24.8 ] ,017,598. 79,337. 7.2
1899 1,320,564. 428,579. 32.0 1,055,428. 59 ,231. 5.3
1900 1,415,373, 480,062. 35.9 1,099,908. 49,806. 4.3
1901 1,471,551. 447,671. 30.4 1,132,536.7 7 136,608. 10.8
1902 1,540,578. 358,520. 23.2 1, 201,821. 94 ,585. 7.2
1903 1,644,930. 421,230. 26.0 1,269,957. 148,376. 10.4
Year "Loading"
Amoujit
Saved
f
Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
SuTpenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 '4 747,506.
-si 379. -.5 ^916,401. ^^19,280. 2.1
1898 813,757. 13,759. 1.7 821,622. 76,057. 9.3
1899 86 0,175. 104,102. 12.1 788,391. 75,765. 9.6
1900 908,821. 157,832. 17.3 768,054. 62,630.
1901 976,559. 97,949. 20.0 -690,562. 57,079. 8.3
19 02 1,086,851. 106,120. 9.7 676,571. 70,593. 10.4
1903 1,135,591. 32,847. 3.0 1,674,955. 191,950. 13.0

PRUDENTIAL
Reserve at 4^f); Since 1900 at 3^.
Year
Expected
Mortality
Amount
Saved
P
Saved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved
i
Saved
1897 ;;p2,963,762. -$924,667. -31.1 % 804,842. !|291,440. 26.6
1898 3,441,834. -762,814. —22 .
1
997,135. 226, 978. 18.5
1899 4,109,442. -766,860. -13.6 1,039, 086. 349,229. 25.2
1900 4, 942, 559. -761,389. -15.4 1,198,419. 279,723. 9.0
1901 5,914,191. -755,244. -12.7 1,444,011. -702, 094. -94.6
1902 6,695,303. -676,369. -10.2 1,739,427. 246,650. 12.4
1903 7,540,893. -1,330,934. -18.0 2, 091,936. 373,267. 17.7
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved
Reserve on
^ Lapses and
Saved Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 $ 7,376,553. !^1,105,761. 14.0 $1,669,011. #1,124,944. 67.4
1893 8, 083,223. 1, 053,831. 13. 1 1,568,821. 1, 085, 633. 69.2
1899 9,400,352. 191,419. 2. 1 1,561,886. 1,092, 843. 70.0
1900 11, 049,911. 654,189. 6. 1,565,566. 1,093, 543. 69.9
1901 12,480,143. 623,234. 5. 2,133,311. 1,629, 624. 74.7
1902 13,741, 536. 1,033,930. 7. 5 3,025,533. 2, 302, 610. 70.0
1903 15,274, 569. 959, 027. 6. 3,147,410. 2,264, 721. 72.0

PROVIDJ'INT SAVINGS
Reserve at ; Since 19 00 at 3 l/2f..
Year
Expected
Morta].ity
Anoimt
Saved Saved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 ;|1,38G,609. ;i?123,791. 8.9 ^ 65,990. 84,800. 56.0
1898 1,468,518. 399,662. 27.2 75,771. 9 ,361. 1]..0
1899 1,638,900. 329,755. 20.2 88,757
.
49,597. 5 5.9
1900 1,372,874. 64,075. 4.7 115,545. 15,461. 10.5
1901 1,186,256. 59,895. 5.1 146,599. 113,487. 45.7
1902 1,397,313. 173,608. 12.5 185,764. 77,725, 29.7
1903 1,412,931. 193, 939. 16.0 219,187. 101,374. 31.0
Year "Loading"
Amoimt
Saved
j.
Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 1 677,854. -,^200,580. -29.5 i 58,740. 15 ,585. 54.5
1898 915,585. -155,919. -14.8 135,284. 62,625. 47.0
1899 928,706. -555,865. -58.5 185,348. 52,808. 17.7
1900 1,009,978 -95,209. -9.2 280,655. 100,769. 56.0
1901 1,005,281. -110,244. -10.9 565,865. 188,684. 51.6
1902 1,279,845. -20,556. -1.7 5 00,615. 90,945. 50.2
1905 1,253,714. -103,592. -8.0 285,861. -37,433. 17.0

PHOMIX MUTUAL
Reserve at 4^/^; Since 190C at sfo.
Year
Expected
Mortality
Amo-unt
Saved Saved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 $551 ,862. $225,757. 40.5 4 14, 796. ^122,088
.
21.3
1898 598,973. 187,521. 51.3 429,025. 125,902. 22.4
1899 659,909. 154,755. 25.5 454,507. 105,713. 18.6
1900 714,661. 200,136. 28.0 488 ,346. 105,659. 17.8
1901 759,762. 208,686. 20.6 529,554. 97,835. 15.6
1902 790,340. 508,715. 39.0 568,455. 140,355. 19.8
1905 832,365. 194,201. 23.0 612,863. 165,234. 21.2
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved
1'
Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Sm^renders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 3 24, 414. $209,586. -64.5 ^^406,184. |106,961. 24.8
1898 566,109. -252,581. -65.4 426,358. 101,601. 23.8
1899 405,024. -304,863. -75.2 557,749. 92,142. 25.8
1900 510,995. -198,561. -58.8 5 12 , 947
.
97,713. 31.2
1901 499,040. -134,675. -26 .
9
587,200. 115,418. 29.8
1902 491,497. 178,790. -56.5 576,257. 101,471. 26.9
1905 531,771. -149,712. -2G.0 340,003. 83,316. 25.0

PENH MUTUAL
7 1 fopL • S1 T>r»B 1 QO] at '^L
Year MortaH.ity Saved
r
Saved
T nt, PT* ft +.
Required
ATiioiyr.'t
Saved Saved
1897 <iiil,704,775. !;^563,751. 33.0 ^^1,168,274. ^116,279. 9.1
1898 2,429,07G. 636,644. 34.4 1, 271,550. -741. -.5
1893 2,734,569. 685,044. 25.1 1,408,324. 344,887. 19.7
1900 2,111,934. 613,989. 29.1 1,507,152. 130,727. 7.0
1901 2,531,371. 468,885. 18.5 1,660,644. 259,414. 13.5
1902 2,507,846. 661,992. 25.8 1,966,492. 61,045. 3.0
1903 8,114,021. 1,106,143. 36.0 2,167,729. 230,186. 9.6
Reserve on
Year "Loading
"
Amount
Saved
i>
Saved
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved
1'
Saved
1897 i 1,397, 494. i 252, 555. 16.6 (i;858,288. 1 118, 177. 14.1
1898 1,564,870. 217,548. 15.9 859,527. 103,173. 12.2
1899 1,957,257. 591,856. 20.2 840,660. 155,015. 18.4
1900 2,039,930. 490,114. 24.0 856,253. 127,966. 14.9
1901 2,693,123. 415,760. 15.4 998,791. 203,190. 20.3
1902 2,516,237. 165,117. 6.6 903,638. 226,877. 25.0
1903 2, 945,327. 621,739. 21.0 1, 040,501. 167, 037. 10.0

PROVIDENT LI?E AHD TRUST
Reserve at ^o; since 1900 at 3 l/2ffo.
Year
Expected
Mortality
Aiiiount
Saved Saved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 ^i:].,144,73G. ij'^ 5 26, 149. 45.0 ;fl,156 ,999, ^^'545,470. 52.0
1898 1,195,593. 357,758. 29.9 1,243,603. 240,578. 16.2
1899 1,258,360. 437,844. 34.8 1,330,955. 310,842. 19.0
1900 1,368,170. 556,788
.
40.7 1,422,454. 150,926. 9.0
1901 1,392,180. 678,900. 49.7 1,520,642. 674,896. 50.8
19 02 1,479,820. 732,368. 49.5 1,624,344. 7 08,339. 29.1
190? ± , 562, 492
,
607, 707. 39. 1,723,647. 504, 895. 22.7
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved
i
Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 c 865,53 0.
^? 124, 481. 14.4 i^604,707. ,^113,174. 18.7
1898 888,756. 125,419. 14 .
1
602,858. 97,521. 16.2
1899 958,209. 150,520. 15.8 579,545. 61,124. 10.6
1900 972,658. 109,727. 1] .3 525,831. 82,690. 17.7
1901 1,028,198. 46,360. 15.9 377,780. 53,015. 14.3
19 02 1,117,046. 85,352. 7.4 436,828. 76,863. 17.6
19 03 1,151,203. -113,626. -10.0 622, 526. 51,423. 8.0

STATE MUTUAL
Reserve at 4";.: Since 1900 at 3 il'^L,
Year
Expected
Mortality
Ano-uht
Saved Saved
Interest
Required
Araount
Saved Saved
1897 ^728,772. $333,463. 45.8 i^515,991. J1^ 2,562. .7
1898 768,646. 302,213. oy . o c: o R p;O/ob , Uoo
,
58,333. 10.0
1899 828,848. 294,702. 55.6 571,401. 7 0,318.- 1J..0
1900 870,636. 553,095. 40.6 605,004. 76,673. 11.5
1901 936,252. 576,002. 40.2 663 ,025. 84,461. 11.5
.1902 975,789. 492,987. 50.5 726,940. 259,410. 26.5
1905 1,023,940. 209,665. 20.0 793,076. 226,890. oo p
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 ^^562,970. ^20,642. 3.7 ^544,567. |56,661. 10.6
1898 565,569. 40,561. 7.1 483,887. 38,787. 8.0
1899 629,009. 26,642. 4.5 459,711. 27,716. 6.3
1900 692,217. 67,677. 9.8 541,451. 56,385. 16.6
1901 768,182. 47 ,958. 6.5 341,079. 48,089. 14.1
1902 791,03.5. 24,272. 3.6 418 ,785. 53,928. 12.8
1903 843,479. 25,365. 3.0 460,353. 69,225. 15.0

TRAVELERS
Reserve at 4'^:r. Since 1399 at 3 1/2^3.
Year
Exi^ected
Mortality
Amount
Saved Saved
Interest
Re quired
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 $ 899,254. $359, 025. 39.9 i) 633,286. 1 83,516. 10.9
1398 904,937. 305,506. 40.4 715,783. 141,272. 16.5
1899 922,034. 336,904. 36.6 797,686. 138,762. 14.9
1900 967, 004. 100,375. 10.4 863,530. 116,462. 11.9
1901 1,177,000. 244,997. 20.7 949,266. 125,522. 11.7
1902 1,175,000. 404,214. 34.4 1,029,693. 241,549. 19.0
1903 1,263, 000. 231,523. 13.0 1,074,592. 296,819. 21.6
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1397 $332,647.
-C&199,900. -60.0 #653,387. #112,552. 17.2
1898 149,358. -463,331. -310.2 686,642. 99,743. 17.0
1899 167,873. -542,533. -323.1 593,059. 192,302. 32.3
1900 201,463. -494,847. -245.6 484,817. 223,250. 46.1
1901 229,440. -511,431. -222.9 630,163. 319,695. 50.8
1902 257,302. -475,092. -185.0 689,844. 335,738. 43.5
1903 382,995. -409,671. -107.0 622,530. 315,733. 51.0

UNION MUTUAL
Reserve at 4^^; Since 1900 at sfo.
Year
Expected
Mortality
Amount
saved saved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 ^k40,899. ^ o4, off. <f> r» Q A n•i^bo , oUo. 21.2
1898 459,000. 103,403. 23.6 264,700. 31,903. 10.8
1899 482,255. 102,600. 21.3 233,369. 22,4^5. 7.4
1900 515,296. 110,627. 21.5 302,540. -16,620. -5.8
1901 535,848. 107,417. 20.1 320,855. 10,251. 3.1
1902 575,933. 159,252. 27.7 341,712. -55,962. -19.6
<J
-fc
J
r w . 194,837. 33.0 332,170. -36,867. —11 .
Reserve on
Ariiount
'fo Lapses and Amount ^
Year "Loading" Saved Saved Surrenders Saved Saved
1897 $290,893. -#174,167. -59.8 1361,773. ^ 69,229. 19.1
1898 310,225. -201,575. -84.9 362,756. 66,656. 18.4
1399 352,691. -206,568. -53.5 315,704. 43,162. 13.7
1900 377,470. -212,709. -56.3 451,933. 113,639. 25.2
1901 430,471. -145,833. -33.8 223,032. 75,164. 33.7
1902 445,345. -147, 009. -33.0 235,061. 81,963. 34.8
1903 492,572. -155,892. -32.0 223,409. 89,534. 39.0

UNITl'ID STATES
Reserve at 3 1/29j; Previous to 1900, 4^.
Year
Expected
Mortality
Ariount
Saved S aved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 ^426,879. $84,935. 19.9 $275,503. ^104,802. 27.6
1893 419,134. 86,142. 20.6 280,480. 50,065. 15.2
1899 463,859 -19,693. -4.2 233,895. 59,688. 17.4
1900 384,314. 27,050. 7.1 295,955. 63,478. 17.7
1901 383,547. 12,459. 3.3 310,952. 59,724. 16.2
1902 437,243. 76,383. 17.4 397,031. 23,398. 5.5
1903 440,400. 70,073. 10.0 372,819. -15,107. -4.2
Reserve on
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved Saved
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 $286,125. 86,211. -30.1 .1?307,972. ^107,751. 34.9
1898 309,129. 118, 763. -38.4 344,361. 115,276. 33.5
18S9 367,201. 97,890. -26.6 225,730. 64,021. 24.0
1900 361,302. 110, 303. -30.5 230,165. 56,357. 24.5
1901 386,392. -146,487. -37.9 294,211. 106,066. 37.1
1902 397,031. -217,552. -54.8 407,360. 165,430. 40.0
1903 422,104. -112,367. -27.0 373,137. 173,779. 47.0

UNION CENTRAL
Reserve at 4^j; Since 19 01 at 7> l/?//o.
Year Mortality Saved
4.r
Saved Required
Ji,iilUU.Xl u
Saved
1'
Saved
1897 t} 818,364. 0196,558. 24.0 ^ 596,458. |360,358. 37.7
1898 1,093,724. 591,251. 55.7 779,864. 345,813. 30.7
1899 1,261,148. 53« ,900
.
42.7 865,745. 399,722. 50.5
1900 1,137,364. 348,567. 50.6 836,802. 520,156. 38.5
1901 1,492,837. 617,723. 41.4 937,304-. 585,292. 58.4
1902 1,69 0,883. 747,075. 44.2 1,053,559. 693,160. 59.6
1903 1,817, 330. 776,154. 43.0 1,193,872. 827,974. 40.8
Year "Loading"
Ariount
Saved
ir
Saved
Reserve on
TiP'oses and
Surrenders
Anbunt
Saved
/-
Saved
1897 Q 789,176. -^189, 399. -24.0 ,^95,822. ,^98,816. 20.0
1898 848,782. -268,391. -31.6 452,581. 42,584. 9.2
1899 836,208. -314,198. -37.5 459,551. 91,580. 19.9
1900 815,493. -228,891. -28 . 446,560, 83,049. 20.8
1901 973,007. -254,868. Op O 441,651. 65,648. 14.4
1902 1,105,412. -20S ,375. -18.9 552,197. 68,015. 12.5
1903 1,214,431. -127,249. -10.0 505,259. 59,758. 12.0
I

WASHINGTON
Reserve Since 1897 at 3 and 3 1/2^0.
Year
Expected
Mortality
Anount
Saved Saved
Interest
Required
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 ^^57G,784. $ 95,822. 1G.6 ^^542,662. '4 15,209. 2.7
1898 588,691. 94,770. 16.0 564,048. 111,5 02. 16.5
1899 663 ,208. 153,386. 20.2 587,324. 159,512. 21.4
1900 1,000,648. 24,546. 2.5 602,569. 50,497. 7.8
1901 538,151. -105,445. -19.5 607,798. -45,610. -8 .
1
1902 576 ,380. 73,575. 13.7 616,914. -2,919. -4.7
19 05 G16, 981. 69,371. 11.0 670,169. 45,614. 6.3
Year "Loading"
Amount
Saved
1'^
Saved
Reserve on
Lapses and
Surrenders
Amount
Saved Saved
1897 i456,283
.
^125,094. -27.4 f;446,084. 138, 587. 51.0
1898 476,787. 193,080. -40.5 346,150. 76,880. 22.2
1899 62G,486. 93,673. -14.9 296,216. 45,799. 15.5
1900 740,659. 105,855. -16.8 510,001. 249,926. 49.1
1901 745,348. -102,709. -13.7 432,012. 229,150. 52.9
1902 842,059. -51,277. -6.7 452,013. 223,010. 49.5
1903 644,359. -304,415. -47.0 417, 988. 196,621. 47.0
4.
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